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Autocad dynamic blocks

Products and versions AutoCAD 2019 By: Help In-Product View Create your own dynamic block with different desk and chair configurations. With visibility states, you can create a block in any number of different configurations. In this example, you will create a round table with 4 chairs or a block representing a rectangular table with 8 chairs. In an empty drawing, draw the geometry to represent the round
table and 4 chairs. Chairs don't have to be fancy, they can be simple apartments. Place the center of the apartment at 0.0. Draw geometry for the rectangular table with the center at 0.0. Copy the chairs so there will be 8 around the rectangular table. Both configurations, such as a pair of some geometry chairs, are ok if used. Click. Find the Name of your block and select the entire geometry, and then click
OK. In the drawing, double-click the block, and in the Edit Definition dialog box, select OK. This opens the Block Editor environment and the Block Editor tab. If the Block Write Palette is not open, click . Find Now, you are ready to define the dynamic part of this block. In this example, you define 2 visibility states. Visibility status defines which geometry is visible when this state is selected. Don't worry, it will
become clearer when you try it in the end. In the writing palette. Place the parameter control near the geometry. This parameter is the parameter that you select to change states after this block is planted in a sketch. Its location is not critical. Click. In the Visibility States dialog box, you create two states, one for the round table and one for the rectangular table. To rename the default state, click Rename, and
then enter Round. Click New, enter Rectangle, and then click OK in the New Visibility Status dialog box to create the second state. Click OK to exit the Visibility States dialog box. This creates two situations, but you still need to define which objects to close in each case. There is now a drop-down list of two visibility statuses that you create on the ribbon. Select Round from the drop-down list. Select all
objects that are not part of the roundtable configuration. From the drop-down list, click Select Rectangle. Select all objects that are not part of the rectangular table configuration. Click. Find Block is now ready to use, but let's test it first. Click. Select the block and click the parameter control that you placed near the block. Select a status to see the block configuration. Repeat to test each configuration. Click.
Click. Save changes when prompted. Now you can try the block on the drawing. Remember to select the block first to see the dynamic block parameter control. Use the WBLOCK command to save your block to a folder and use it in any drawing. One of the most powerful features of AutoCAD is dynamic blocks. This feature is mostly used in drawings such as Section arrows I use it to create dynamic
symbols. I'm using it. Pipe ends, North Arrows, etc. Dynamic block allows you to dynamically modify 2D Objects in a variety of ways, such as rotating, scaling, moving, showing, or hiding them. The following example is one of my Dynamic blocks. This Section Tag can turn in any direction and can be used on any side using the handles defined in the image, but this is only a small part of what dynamic blocks
can do. I will just try to show you most of the functions that you have used before by applying something a little more interesting in creating drawing symbols. Simple Dynamic Block: So to start with some 2D pipe drawings created. I created an 80NB and 100NB Flange, Pipe, Tee and 90° Elbow. I can add each size that can be used for a pipe specification, but for this example, two dimensions are sufficient.
My 2D Sketches looks like the picture shown below. I say I create a normal block with my two flannch front sketches Flange_Front in. I say the same thing for flanges, pipes, elbows and tee sketches and they have a total of five blocks so that the Flannch Side, Pipe, 90-Elbow and Tee respectively. After this is complete, select my Flannch Front block, right-click and select Block Editor and the screen should
appear something like this. I will use the Block Write Palettes highlighted to the left of the screen above. Otherwise, click the Write Palettes button on the ribbon highlighted in the picture above. The first thing I will do is set up a Visibility Parameter on Writing Palettes to create handles that will give me a choice between two flannch sizes. I select the Visibility parameter in the Writing Palettes and place it on
one side of the flanges, as shown below. After the installation is complete, I go to move it later. Next, go to the ribbon and select the Visibility States option, which will open a new window where I can create two dimensions as shown below. I first rename 80NB and add a new one for 100NB, leaving the settings as is, and click OK. Now on the same visibility tab of the Ribbon, make sure I am selected in the
80NB. At this time, everything can be seen in the drawing area. There are three buttons on the selection drop. The first button, Visibility Mode, provides visibility of all items or can disable them. The second Make Visible appears to choose everything I want to do, and the third is to choose everything I want to make invisible. As everything is currently visible I will be using the third button to make the 100NB
flannch invisible under the selection of 80NB. Click the Ben button and select everything from the 100NB Flannch Sketch. It disappears when I press the key enters the 100NB flank, leaving only the 80NB flannsh visible. I still click on Visibility Mode, the first option that allows you to see the 100NB Flannel but the 80NB Flange looks darker. I can make everything visible again by selecting the second button
and selecting the dimmed components. Now the election drop in the lane Choose 100NB and follow the same procedure as before but instead I choose 80NB sketch parts by selecting 100NB sketch parts. Now all I have to do is reposition the drawings and the Visibility parameter at the block base point, which is also our origin. For some reason, moving to @0.0.0 in Block Editor won't work, so I always
draw a line starting at 0.0.0 and then move my drawing to that spot on the line and then delete that line. At the origin of the block, I position the two sketches on top of each other, and I moved the Visibility Parameter to resemble something similar to the picture shown below (Visibility Mode Enabled). I then select the Block option on the Ribbon and save the block. My first dynamic block is complete. Now
when you Flange_front block, you also have a square grip in the middle of the flannch to move the block around the base point of the block. There is also a side arrow down grip to select the flannch size. When I choose a dimension, the block passes between two drawings of the flanny. Making dynamic blocks nested: Now you have the same thing for all other blocks, adding visibility parameters for all of
them and moving them so you can change between each other and sizes of Origin or Basepoint and have a grip in a good place to move blocks easily. I pay attention to the positions placed in the handles in the picture below, opening down the Basepoint and down pointing clutch size of square clutch blocks. After adding the base point and visibility parameter, I can start adding other parameters that are
necessary to make it a basic dynamic pipe routing system. Dynamic Blocks can be added to other dynamic blocks. We can put two flange blocks together to create another dynamic block to choose between the front and side view of the flange. The only drawback of this is that if we want to change the dimensions, we add the block, select the view we want, then explode it, and then reach the size (only one
opinion Parameter per block). But I add all the different parts of a pipe specification into a block and select the component (Pipe, Tee, etc.) and select the view (Front, Side, etc.), it can explode and place the size in the desired place on the drawing so I just need to have the main dynamic block of my drawing and if I go this route which will have all my specification in hand. Personally, you have different pipe
parts and parts separate from each other and I prefer just choosing between their appearance, exploding and then choosing the size. Vehicle Pallets can also be added to any block. All that is required is a template name in which all blocks in the drawing i flower are saved in an unchanged folder and will not change. Adding more parameters to the block: For this next section, I'm just going to work with the
last 4 side view blocks. Front view flannage block is not used In this exercise. I'm opening Flange_Side dynamic block in the block editor. I'm going to turn him around now. To do this, click the Visibility Mode button on the ribbon until I see a little dimming of both side flanges on one of them. I need to set up rotation for both dimensions and make the Rotate clutch visible for both. Now select Return
parameter in The Writing Palette, I click on the front center point of the flannch then move it out a little bit and click again. Then you need to move the mouse cursor around the flannch until you show that you click again after rotating 360 degrees. Now something like the picture shown below should appear. Note the yellow exclem box on the Rotation Parameter. This is because this Parameter requires an
Action. Go to the action tab in Write Breaker Palettes, as shown in the image below. I choose Rotate Action from the Actions tab of Blocking Write Palettes. I want to select the parameter so that I can select the Rotation Parameter that I just created. Then he wants to select all the items that we want to rotate. Select everything but the Visibility Parameter and press enter. Remember that I need to see both
flanges, both need to rotate, but not the Visibility Parameter, I want to stay where it is. The next step is to make sure that the Rotation clutch is visible in both flanges. I am currently on the 80NB Flannch so I can change 100NB and use the Make Visible button and select the Rotation Parameter and round grip and press enter to provide visibility for the rotation clutch in the selection of 100NB. As shown
above, there is a Test Block Button on the ribbon that allows it to test The Block in a new drawing window without closing the block editor. After testing the test, you can close the Test window and save the block, the last block must be similar to the picture shown below. I did the same for pipe, Tee and 90-Elbow Blocks, to make them all rotate as shown in the picture below. Add actions to block: I now have
one last step left to do to put together my dynamic pipeline using the parts I created. I'm opening Pipe Block in the block editor. In the Block Write Palette, I return to the Parameter tab and select Linear Parameter. Then, with both pipe sizes visible, I select an endpoint of the top row and then the other endpoint of the 100NB Pipe drawing line and move the mouse cursor up, as if placing a dimension. Then I
go back to the Action tab in the Write Palettes and select Stretch Action. I will want to select the parameter I want to use, I will select Linear Parameter. It will then want to select one of the two oths in the Linear Parameter to indicate which direction I want to stretch. I choose the one on the left to protect the main point or base point at the end of the pipe drawing. After that, I do not select the object that
needs to be stretched in a similar way to a normal yawn Waste the bottom left bottom Draw a box on all the left endpoints of my two pipe sketches, such as sketch and stretch command, so it looks like the picture shown below. You will notice that there is still an exclamation point in the right arrow of the Linear Parameter. The only reason for this is that I can set up two stretch actions for a Linear Parameter
if I want to. It's good for my purposes. When we change the dimensions of the pipe, remember to activate visibility in the linear stretch grip on both sides of the pipe to keep the clutches visible. The action function is represented by small blue squares with a picture of its action. I will need to right-click the rotation action to change my selection to include the Linear Parameter and stretch the action to rotate it
with the drawing. I just want to add a word carefully here, if you rotate or add a dynamic block mirror with normal commands will make a mess of dynamic features. That's it, that's it! My basic Dynamic 2D Pipe block is complete. I can rotate all the components. I can change the size of the 80NB 100NB with small position adjustments to the elbow which can be made easier by adding additional checkpoints. I
can stretch the pipe length as long as I want. These dynamic blocks can only be done with what basics. The list of actions and parameters is long and can be combined to create even more complex 2D blocks for use in AutoCAD. 3D dynamic Block: Some parameters can also be used in 3D objects, but remember that a block is a 2D thing, so you need to create a block in the correct view to perform the
action you want on a 3D object. If you create a block from a 3D object, you must be in one of the 2D views, top, left, front, and so on, and if you open the 3D block in the block editor, you have the view that you created only to work. You cannot stretch a 3D object the way you stretch a 2D object so that the Stretch action does not work. I have a 3D Manway/Access cover that turned into a dynamic block to
open and close the lid. I had to create the block in left view and added the Rotation Parameter so that the lid was open and the hinge was off. After it was created, I could open and close the lid in 3 sizes. I think it's not envisaged that something Autodesk has added to the Dynamic Block feature, but AutoCAD is the cool kind to be able to do something like this. It can be used for anything you want to rotate
or for any part you want to make visible or invisible. I could easily have added a drop down to show the manway to remove the safety grid without the lid or lid or covering the hole. Conclusion: I hope this will be useful for someone. Something I learned at the beginning of my relationships with AutoCAD and something I create a drawing of AutoCAD and almost miss in the Inventor drawing environment is
one of the things I always use. Do you have any questions about this article? Let us know the comment below. It's a guest post, you and share your articles. Good.
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